
CENTRAL ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY
Power Communication Development Division

AGENDA FOR THE 105th CENTRAL PTCC MEETING

Date 10th November, 2017 (Friday)

Venue Hotel Trident,
Bristow Road, Willingdon Island,
Cochin-682003
Ph.: 0484-3081000;
Fax: 0484-3081002

PGCIL Officer Contact details for logistic support:
Shri Sanju Kishan. P, Dy. Manager,
M-9448284850; Landline: 080-23093796

Time 10:30 Hrs.

A. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING

The Minutes of the 104th Central PTCC meeting held at Mysore on 9th June 2017 were
prepared and circulated by BSNL. CEA has also uploaded the minutes its website
http://www.cea.nic.in. No comments have so far been received.

Members may like to confirm the minutes.

B. FOLLOW-UP ACTION ON DECISIONS TAKEN IN THE LAST CLPTCC MEETING

B.1 Ensuring ‘Zero Level’ on unguarded power crossings

DET (PTCC), BSNL, Eastern zone has informed that there are no unguarded power crossings
under their jurisdiction. The information from DET (PTCC), BSNL, Western, Northern and
Southern zones is pending. All DETs may also confirm that the status of unguarded power
crossings is updated in every SLPTCC meeting.

In the last meeting, DET (PTCC), Western zone informed about the incident of damage of
Telecom assets (stores) due to falling of power conductors; and subsequently Fire investigation
was also carried out. It was decided that BSNL, Circle Office, Jabalpur may analyse the report.

Members may deliberate.

B.2       Computerization of PTCC Route Approval Process

In the last meeting, CEA had stated that PTCC WEB portal is required to be developed in a
thorough manner. Further, it was insisted that the portal is to be developed in such a manner
that it is user friendly and interactive mode. Monitoring the status of the PTCC cases through
ONLINE is to be user friendly and there should be separate heading for different categories of
power lines viz. 220 KV, 400 KV and 765 KV. Any stake holder should be able to upload their
remarks for a particular PTCC case in the portal and that they should be able to update the
status of the cases in the portal itself. CEA informed that though more than one year has elapsed
since the launch of the PTCC portal, but CEA is still not able to upload their IV comments
through ONLINE.



BSNL in the last meeting had informed that development of tool for uploading of IV comments
by CEA to the respective DETs (PTCC) and NOC by the concerned Railways to CEA/DETs
(PTCC) in the portal is still pending and would be taken care in the next version of the
application. Regarding use of Digital maps for the portal, he informed that for that AUTOCAD
software is to be procured and installed in the server; and the users involved in using the digital
maps should be familiarized with use of AUTOCAD. BSNL confirmed that Feedback /
Suggestions received from CEA and Chief Engineer (TSTRANSCO) regarding working of
PTCC portal, will be considered during development of version-2 of online portal.

In the last meeting, it was decided to form a sub-committee with members from different stake
holders, to view and study their various suggestions/feedback for development of the portal and
a concrete conclusion to be arrived at, before the next meeting.

Members may deliberate.

B.3 SLPTCC Meetings

In the last meeting, it was decided that in every CLPTCC meeting, status of SLPTCC meetings
conducted would be updated by all DETs. CEA advised that BSNL field staff has to seriously
find out the charging of power lines without proper PTCC approval and bring to the notice of
concerned Zonal DET (PTCC) of QA & Inspection Circle, who can take up the case with the
concerned Power authorities.

Members may deliberate.

B.4 Nomination of members from DISCOMs for SLPTCC meetings

In the last meeting, the Committee decided that the concerned GM Telecom Circle, as Chairman
of the SLPTCC, should write letters to the defaulting power authorities seeking nomination of
members from DISCOMs for SLPTCC meetings.

The status as gathered in the last meeting is as under:

South zone: No defaulting DISCOMs
North zone: Rajasthan, Delhi and Uttaranchal are attending the meeting of SLPTCC
West zone: No defaulting DISCOMs
East zone: Nomination from DVC, PGCIL (ER-II), PGCIL NERTS, Odisha received.

Nomination pending from Jharkhand, West Bengal, Assam

In the last meeting, CEA had requested for copies of letters written by Chairman, SLPTCC to
the defaulting power utilities.

Members may deliberate.

B.5 Non submission of PTCC proposal of SLPTCC/CLPTCC by PTCUL

(i) Charging of transmission lines without PTCC Route Approval

In the 103rd meeting, DET (PTCC), Northern Region had informed that as per decision
taken in 21st SLPTCC of Uttarakhand Circle held on 19.06.2015, the details of all remaining
13 cases were submitted to concerned officer of Uttarakhand Telecom Circle, BSNL, for
marking of Telecom details and there after the same will be forwarded to DE(PTCC) New
Delhi for further action. It was informed that DET (PTCC), Northern Region shall pursue
the matter with Uttarakhand telecom circle to obtain telecom details and process the case
for IV calculations & issue of RAC.



In the last CLPTCC Meeting, DET (PTCC), North zone informed that BSNL telecom details have
been provided for 12 nos. to PTCUL for IV comments. PTCUL had requested CEA to impart
training for IV calculation method and supply the requisite Software to PTCUL free of cost.

To prepare training schedule, CEA directed PTCUL to write letter to CEA conveying the details
of officers, dates, etc. so that CEA can impart training. Regarding Software, he informed that it
is in-house developed software and has sometimes bugs so cannot be handed over to PTCUL.
CEA stated that IV calculation method is described in detail in the PTCC Manual, and PTCUL
should go through the manual, get familiarised with the procedure before coming for the training.

As a follow up, PTCUL deputed five officers for training in CEA on 23/10/17 and CEA has
imparted training on IV calculations on 23rd and 24th Oct., 2017.

(ii) Other cases of non-submission of PTCC Proposals

In the last meeting, it was deliberated that in case BSNL found that any power authority is
charging their lines without PTCC clearance, then they may communicate the details to CEA.
CEA insisted that BSNL field staff may be vigilant and gather information about charging of any
power line without PTCC permission. Such information through the concerned DET (PTCC) may
be sent to CEA for taking up the matter with the concerned power utility.

As a follow up, CEA vide letter dated 28/6/17 has requested all RLDCs and STUs to ensure
PTCC route approval before issuing Charging Code to any transmission licensee. A sample copy
addressed to GM, NRLDC is enclosed at Annex-I, for reference.

Members may deliberate.

B.6 Delay in submission of telecommunication details from Defense

In the 103rd CLPTCC meeting, Defense representative intimated that Pune has been fixed as
nodal Centre for South Zone and they were yet to finalize other zones. In the last meeting,
Defense representative had assured that he would take up the case through Director (Signals),
Army Head Quarters for further action. CEA requested all the power authorities to send the PTCC
proposal to Defense by Indian Postal only, as they don’t allow courier dak.

Members may deliberate.

B.7 Delay in issuance of Energization Certificate

In the last CLPTCC meeting, it was informed by KSEB authorities that the energization certificate
for 220kV D/C line from 220kV SS Pothencode to 220 KV SS Kattakkada is pending from BSNL
side. DGM, BSNL of Kerala Telecom Circle, Trivandrum confirmed that Demand note for
protection work to Telecom assets was issued by BSNL for an amount of Rs.13,26,028/- on 09-
09-2016 and KSEB has remitted the amount 25-03-2017.

BSNL informed that the work involves shifting of Telecom Pillars, which warrants underground
trenching. Due to monsoon, Collector Trivandrum has denied permission for such digging works.
BSNL assured that the work would be completed within two months starting August 2017.

Members may deliberate.

B.8 Improper Submission of BSNL Telecom Details

In the 103rd CLPTCC meeting, CEA had raised the issue of improper submission of BSNL
telecom details like some zone’s DETs are directly forwarding BSNL telecom details which they
receive from SDEs, to CEA. Sometimes, it is seen that the marking of BSNL telecom cables is
not done or are not clear. Also, sometimes the telecom cable details are missing or not legible.
All this causes difficulty in computation of Induced Voltage. In the last meeting also, the issue



was raised, wherein all DETs (PTCC) confirmed that telecom details are being forwarded in
proper format to CEA. It was decided in the last meeting that DETs (PTCC), BSNL would check
all aspects before sending the BSNL Telecom Details to CEA for IV Computation. It was also
decided that this agenda item can be dropped if no such improper cases exist in next six months.

It has been observed that in some cases the information received from DET, North zone is not
proper. A sample copy is enclosed at Annex-II.

Members may deliberate.

B.9 Scrutiny Reports issued by CEA

In the last meeting, CEA informed that while scrutinizing the PTCC Proposal, it has been noticed
that the Questionnaire submitted by Power Utilities are generally incomplete or not proper – like
EPR details are missing, SLD (Single Line Diagram) of substations is not legible, as it is not in
A3 size, Generator Data incomplete, etc. Though CEA addresses all these in the Scrutiny
Reports, but it is noticed that the power utilities response in replying to the queries is poor.

Members may deliberate.

B.10 Pending PTCC proposals

It has been noticed that many PTCC proposals are pending in CEA mainly on account of non-
availability of BSNL details. For example, 17 nos. cases from State of Gujarat were pending in
CEA on account of lack of Telecom details from BSNL. A copy of the details is enclosed at
annex-III. It is proposed that the time line given in PTCC Manual for furnishing P&T/Railway/army
details should be strictly adhered.

Members may deliberate.

C. New Agenda points

C.1 Review of ‘Time Limit’ for various steps involved in PTCC clearance for Renewable
Power Plants

As per PTCC Manual (pg-142-144) (copy enclosed at Annex-IV), time limit for various steps
involved in PTCC clearance in case of 33kV and up to 132kV power lines is 17 weeks. For power
lines above 132kV, the time limit is 19 weeks.

It is observed that power lines associated with Renewable generations are generally 33kV
voltage level, and sometimes it is 132kV or 220kV level. Further, it is noted that length of such
power lines is generally up to 10 KM, and in some cases may be up to 50 KM. For less than 10
KM length of power line, it is observed that the time limit of 17 or 19 weeks is on higher side and
there is scope for reduction.

Members may discuss time limit allotted to each activity.

C.2 PTCC Approval for HVDC Earth Electrode

The PTCC clearance for HVDC lines was being taken, however, its requirement was discussed
in the 98th CLPTCC meeting held on 30/05/2014 at Shillong. The CLPTCC decided to form a
subgroup to examine the issue. The subgroup comprising members from CEA, BSNL and PGCIL
recommended that, since HVDC being DC power, there is no possibility of electrical induction in
the nearby telecom circuits. The subgroup’s recommendations were accepted in the 99th

CLPTCC meeting held on 27/11/2014.



PGCIL has constructed ±800kV Alipuduar HVDC station. LILO of both the poles of ±800kV
HVDC Biswanath Chariyali - Agra Transmission Line is done at Alipuduar HVDC station. 110kV
earth electrode of 33 KM length is being constructed from Alipuduar HVDC station to the
electrode station at Mathabhanga. In the last CLPTCC meeting, PGCIL, ER requested for
charging of this earth electrode. As the issue raised by PGCIL was not part of the agenda, it was
decided to form a sub-committee to look in to this matter. Subsequently, BSNL, Jabalpur office
vide letter dated 21/9/17 formed a sub-committee comprising members from BSNL, CEA and
PGCIL.

To find out PGCIL’s experience with operational HVDC in regard to possibilities of any
communication interference effects due to harmonics of HVDC lines, the matter was discussed
with Sh. B.B. Mukherjee, AGM, Engg-HVDC, PGCIL on 05/10/2017. During discussion, it was
opined that communication interference from HVDC is mainly on account of DC filter circuits,
however, installation of smoothing rectors at both ends reduce harmonic currents to such level
that CCITT standards are not flouted. Further, telephonic interference in many cases now a
days has become irrelevant, because modern digital telephone systems are insensitive to
harmonic interference.

The other issue discussed was regarding fault current in HVDC line. PGCIL showed the
waveform of fault current in ±500kV, 2500MW Ballia-Bhiwadi HVDC which transmits energy
from Ballia to Bhiwadi stations over about 780km. As per waveform, the fault current peaks to
around 4000 amperes in around 10 milliseconds (a copy is enclosed at Annex-V). PGCIL
informed that in HVDC, transient fault current persists only in first pulse, and thereafter it gets
damped out. This aspect was also confirmed from the waveform. PGCIL informed that
depending on HVDC capacity, the fault current varies, and maximum fault current is of the order
of 18 KA.

As the current is varying in the transient fault current first pulse in HVDC line, it would create
flux and consequently magnetic field, but whether such field would cause significant induction
in the PIJF (Paper Insulated Jelly Filled) copper telecom cable or not, is the matter to be
examined. The electromotive force induced in a telecommunication circuit by an electricity line
is given by the equation:

E = 2 π f Ml J k (Refer page 95 of PTCC Manual)

Where f is frequency in Hz i.e. 50
Ml=Mutual Inductance in Ω
J=Fault current in ampere
k=Screening factor

Application of above formula for HVDC is difficult on two counts; firstly, for fault current in HVDC,
the frequency tends to be nil, as there is no repetition of current waveform, only one transient
positive pulse of fault current exists. The other is that CCITT has recommended screening
factors for various types of power lines / cables and telecom cables at fundamental frequency
(50 Hz) (Refer page 101 of PTCC Manual), which in case of HVDC may not be applicable to a
large extent.

Before any conclusion is drawn, it is proposed that BSNL authorities may inform the value of
short term peak induced current along with duration, to which copper telecom cables / end
equipment can withstand.

Members may discuss.



C.3 Charging of 33kV Power Line from Pulwai to PDCIL, Gadwal, Mahboobnagar
District, Telangana

It has been reported by DET, BSNL, Southern zone that M/s Solar Arise, Mumbai has erected a
33kV power Transmission line from Pulwai to PDCIL, Gadwal, in Mahboobnagar district of
Telangana State without PTCC clearance, violating PTCC norms. The line was charged on
26/06/2016 without PTCC approval. Further, BSNL informed that the line caused heavy induction
over nearby BSNL Telecom cables resulting in burning of a few Telephone Exchange cards and
heavy loss to BSNL. The issue was discussed in the SLPTCC meeting held at Hyderabad in the
presence of TSTRANSCO and BSNL authorities.

M/s Solar Arise vide letter dated 6/9/17 intimated CEA that their line was opened on 4/8/17 by
the SE, TSSPDCL on the order issued by DC of the district of Jogulamba (Gadwal). CEA vide
letter dated 6/9/17 requested DET, PTCC, Southern zone that PTCC processing of the line may
be carried out expeditiously, as renewable energy is bottled up. CEA earlier suggested that to
assess the loss, a sub-committee may be formed. CEA has also sent details of its nominated
officer for the sub-committee.

C.4 Agenda received from Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company Limited
(MPPTCL)

Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company Limited (MPPTCL) vide letter dated 18/10/17
has sent agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-VI.

Members may deliberate

C.5 Uniformity in RAC (Route Approval Certificate)

It has been observed that there is no uniformity in RACs being issued by different DETs, PTCC,
BSNL. A sample copy of RAC issued by DET, PTCC, North zone and South zone are enclosed
at Annex-VII.

Members may deliberate

C.6 Agenda from DET, PTCC, BSNL, East zone

DET, PTCC, BSNL, East zone vide email dated 11/10/17 (a copy enclosed at Annex-VIII) has
sent details of follow up of decisions taken in the last CLPTCC meeting and new agenda for
instant meeting.

Members may deliberate.

C.7 Agenda from RRVPNL (Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam Limited)

RRVPNL vide letter dated 07/10/17 (a copy enclosed at Annex-IX) has sent agenda for the
meeting.

Members may deliberate.

C.8 Agenda from DVC (Damodar Valley Corporation)

DVC vide letter dated 20/10/17 (a copy enclosed at Annex-X) has sent agenda for the meeting.

Members may deliberate



C.9 Agenda from PGCIL, WR-II

PGCIL, WR-II vide letter dated 24/10/17 (a copy enclosed at Annex-XI) has sent agenda for
the meeting.

Members may deliberate

C.10 Agenda from MSETCL, Maharashtra

MSETCL vide letter no. MSETCL/CO/P&S/CLPTCC/105/11727 dated 27/10/17 (a copy
enclosed at Annex-XII) has sent agenda for the meeting.

Members may deliberate

C.11 Agenda from BSNL

C.11.1 Long pending cases for non-receipt of IV report from SEB (OPTCL)

11 cases are pending at OPTCL side (ODISHA POWER TRANSMISSION COMPANY
LIMITED) for IV report, since a very long time. All these 11 cases have been offered between
July 2010 to January 2017. Even a long time has spent, but OPTCL has not been submitted
IV report so far hence all these 11 cases may be de-registered. However, discussion on all 11
SLPTCC cases will be done in forthcoming SLPTCC meeting of Odisha circle which to be held
on 03/11/2017.

Details of pending cases list is enclosed h/w and marked as Annexure-XIII.

C.11.2 CHARGING THE POWER LINES WITHOUT OBTAINING PTCC CLEARENCE

DE (SZ) CHENNAI, reported that 33KV power line erected by M/S Solar Arise from Pulwai to
PDCIL at Gadwal in Mahboobnagar district of Telangana circle and this power line charged on
26/06/2016, without obtaining PTCC approval. The power line is dangerously close to Gadwal
TE, causing heavy induction into telecom cables/equipments resulting burning of Telephone
exchange cards on various occasion the latest being on 30.07.2017, resulting in a loss to the
extent of Rs.60 Lakhs for the restoration of telecom services.

This such type of violation of PTCC norms cannot be acceptable in any cost hence hard action
should be taken against M/S Solar arise and TSSPDCL.

C.11.3 Unguarding of Power Lines

DE (WZ), Mumbai was reported in last meeting during discussion of Agenda Point B.1
(unguarded power crossing) that damage of Telecom assets due to falling of power conductors,
resulted fire generated
An incident of fire occurred on 22.03.2013, at store, in the compound of Talegaon Dabhade
Telephone Exchange, Pune, Maharashtra. Circle office Jabalpur examined the fire investigation
report and Investing officer mentioned the probable cause of fire as below:

“Both HT & LT lines was passing through the campus in above the other. The clearance in
between HT & LT line was found less as inform by SDEMM) no guard wire were provided for
HT & LT line & lines were loose, i.e. sagging was observed & heavy wind was also blowing this
might cause touching the lines resulting into sparking & breaking the wires”.

Circle office, Jabalpur has written a letter to DE A/T, PUNE for submitting of current status of
said power lines i.e. whether lines was repaired, after incident properly as per protection norms
OR lines shifted?



C.11.4 Re-schedule of   SLPTCC meeting

As per rule SLPTCC meetings are conducted quarterly in each circle. It is observed that the
SLPTCC meetings are not being conducted actually in each quarter in each circle. Therefore,
SLPTCC meeting in each circle may be conducted on half yearly basis in a year i.e. in a year,
2 meetings will be held, in place of 4 meetings.
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